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Chapter 4. The Emergence of Multi-Cellular Robot Organisms through

On-line On-board Evolution

Abstract

We investigate whether a swarm of robots can evolve controllers that cause

aggregation into ‘multi-cellular’ robot organisms without a specific reward to do

so. To this end, we create a world where aggregated robots receive more energy

than individual ones and enable robots to evolve their controllers on-the-fly,

during their lifetime. We perform experiments in six different implementations

of the basic idea distinguished by the system of energy distribution and the

level of advantage aggregated robots have over individual ones. The results

show that ‘multi-cellular’ robot organisms emerge in all of these cases.

4.1 Introduction

Swarm-robot systems and (self-)reconfigurable modular robot systems paradigms

have been invented to facilitate multi-purpose robot design. Swarm-robot

systems use large numbers of autonomous robots which cooperate to perform

a task [106]. Similarly, self-reconfigurable modular robot systems use many

modules to form a larger, reconfigurable, robot that can tailor its shape to suit

a particular task [166]. These two subjects have largely been studied separately,

with swarm robotics focusing on cooperating robots which do not assemble into

an organism. Research in reconfigurable modular robotics focuses on creating

actual modules, finding suitable morphologies for a task, and reconfiguring from

one morphology to another.

Recently, a new kind of self-reconfigurable robots has been proposed based

on modules that are also capable of autonomous locomotion [81]. In such

a system, the modules can form a swarm of autonomous units as well as a

‘multi-cellular’ robot organism consisting of several physically aggregated units.

To date, there has been very little research on self-assembly – the transition

from swarm to organism – as emergent, not pre-programmed, behaviour.

The main subject of this chapter is emergent self-assembly through evolution.

We are interested in the emergence of robot organisms from swarms as a response

to environmental circumstances. To this end, we design environments where
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organisms have an advantage over individual modules and make the robots

evolvable. In particular, we implement an on-line and on-board evolutionary

mechanism where robot controllers undergo evolution on-the-fly: selection and

reproduction of controllers is not performed by an outer entity in an off-line

fashion (e.g. a genetic algorithm running on an external computer), but by

the robots themselves [60]. One of the premises of our study is that we do

not include a specific fitness measure to favour organisms. Rather, we build a

system with an implicit environmental pressure towards aggregation by awarding

more energy to robots in an aggregated state. The environmental advantage is

scalable and we compare the effects of low, medium and high values.

The research questions we seek to answer are the following:

1. Will organisms evolve purely because the environment favours modules

that are part of an organism? Or, does the system need a specific user

defined fitness to promote aggregation?

2. How does system behaviour depend on the level of environmental benefit?

Will organisms evolve even if the extra advantage is low?

3. What are the characteristics of the evolved organisms? How large and

how old do organisms become?

4.2 Related Work

Swarm Robotics As mentioned, our work is situated between swarm robotics

and self-reconfigurable modular robot systems. Swarm Robotics [106] is a field

that stems from Swarm Intelligence [12], where swarm-robots often have the

ability for physical self-assembly. Swarm-bots were created in order to provide

a system which was robust towards hardware failures, versatile in performing

different tasks, and navigating different environments.

In [29], Şahin categorizes tasks for which to use swarm robots as: tasks that

cover a region, tasks that are too dangerous, tasks that scale up or down in

time, and tasks that require redundancy. In [106], the self-assembly of s-bots
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allows for the navigation of crevices and objects too large for a single robot,

as well as the transport of objects which are too heavy to be transported by a

single robot.

Self-reconfigurable modular robot systems Self-reconfigurable modular

robot systems (SMRSs) were designed with three key motivations: versatility,

robustness and low cost. The first two are identical to motivations for swarm-

robots, while low cost can be achieved through economy of scales and mass

production as these systems use many identical modules. The main advantage

advocated is the adaptability of these systems to different tasks, however most of

the research in this field is still exploring the basics: module design, locomotion

and reconfiguration.

Yim gives an overview of self-reconfigurable modular robot systems in [166],

the research is mainly on creation of modules in hardware and showcasing their

abilities to reconfigure and lift other modules. Most of these self-reconfigurable

modular robot systems are incapable of locomotion as independent modules.

In recent years however, a number of SMRSs were developed that incorporate

independent mobility as a feature [161], [89], [81].

The SYMBRION/REPLICATOR projects, of which this research is part,

develops its own SMRS, exploring two alternatives for hardware, as presented

in [81]. Both versions are independently mobile and so can operate as a swarm,

both also have a mechanical docking mechanism allowing the modules to form

and control a multi-robot organism.

Self-Assembly The task of multiple robots connecting autonomously is usu-

ally called self-assembly, and has been demonstrated in several cases: [56], [167],

[115], [161]. Most of these however, are limited to pre-programmed control

sequences without any evolution. In self-reconfigurable robots, self-assembly is

restricted to the docking of two modules as demonstrated in [161], [89].

The work in this chapter is most closely related to that of Groß, Nolfi,

Dorigo, and Tuci: [10], [56], [57], in which they explore self-assembly of swarm

robots. They evolved Recurrent Neural Networks for the control of s-bots to
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be capable of Self-Assembly in simulation, they then took the best controllers

evolved in this manner and tested them in real s-bots. This research shows

it is possible to evolve controllers which create organisms. As it is difficult to

evolve controllers in a situation where either robot can grip the other, they use

a target robot in most of their research. This target robot, also called a seed,

bootstraps the problem of who grips who, by showing which robot should be

gripped by the other robot. Furthermore they assign fitness to the s-bots based

on whether they succeeded in forming an organism, or if failed the distance

between the robots.

On-line On-board Evolutionary Algorithms We use an evolutionary

algorithm (EA) as a heuristic optimiser for our robot controller, as do many

robotics projects. The field of evolutionary robotics in general is described by

Nolfi and Floreano in [112]. Eiben et al. describe a classification system for

evolutionary algorithms used in evolutionary robotics [42]. They distinguish

evolution based on when evolution takes place: off-line or design time vs. on-line

or run time. Where evolution takes place: on-board or intrinsic vs. off-board

or extrinsic. And how evolution takes place: encapsulated or centralized vs.

distributed.

Whereas most evolutionary robotics research uses offline and extrinsic ap-

proaches to evolving controllers. We use an on-line on-board (or intrinsic)

hybrid approach, based on EVAG [90] and (µ+1) ON-LINE [60]. It is described

in detail in [72]. Each robot maintains a population of µ individuals locally,

and performs cross-over and mutation to produce offspring. These individuals

can be exchanged between robots as part of the parent selection mechanism.

The offspring is then instantiated as the controller for evaluation.

We do not include a task in our system other than gathering energy. Nor do

we include any type of morphology engineering, or purposeful reconfiguration

of an organism. Our goal is to investigate only the very first step: forming an

organism under environmental pressure.
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4.3 System Description & Experiments

Simulator

We conduct our experiments with simulated e-puck robots in a simple 2D

simulator: RoboRobo1. The robots can steer by setting their desired left and

right wheel speeds. Each robot has 8 sensors to detect obstacles (static obstacles

as well as other robots), indicated by the lines protruding from their circular

bodies in Fig. 4.1. While a such a simple 2D simulation ignores a lot of the

intricacies of robots in the real world, it is still complex enough that creating

intentional, meaningful, and effective organisms is not trivial and serves our

purpose of investigating organism creation under environmental pressure.

Connections

In our experiments robots can create new organisms, join an already existing

organism, and two existing organisms can merge into a larger organism. When

working with real robots, creating a physical connection between two robots

can be challenging, and movements of joints are noisy because of actuator

idiosyncrasies, flexibility of materials used, and sensor noise. We choose to

disregard these issues and create a very simple connection mechanism which

is rigid the moment a connection is made. The connection is modelled as a

magnetic slip-ring, which a robot can set to ‘positive’, ‘negative’ or ‘neutral’.

When robots are close enough, they automatically create a rigid connection

if neither of them has the slip-ring on ‘negative’ and at least one of them has

it on the ‘positive’ setting. The connection remains in place as long as these

conditions hold (i.e., neither sets its slip-ring to ‘negative’ and at least one is

set to ‘positive’).

Environment

The robots start each evaluation cycle with a fixed amount of energy and lose

energy at regular intervals to simulate power consumption by actuators. When

1https://github.com/ci-group/RoboRobo-Organisms
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Figure 4.1: 10 robots in an arena with a feeding ground
which is also a scale, the scale regularly changes position

a robots energy reaches 0 it is deactivated, and is unable to move for the rest

of the evaluation cycle. The environment provides energy through a ‘feeding

ground’ from which robots can gather energy by standing on top. The amount

of energy gathered during evaluation is the fitness measure for on-line evolution.

There are two ways in which the environment provides an advantage to

organisms over single robots. The first is that the amount of energy awarded

depends on whether or not the robots are part of an organism as described

below. The second advantage is that organisms can move faster, by driving in

the same direction, although manoeuvring is slightly more complicated. It is

important to note that there is no direct reward for being part of an organism;

the benefit is indirectly defined by the environment. We have implemented

the advantages for organisms in two different scenarios: one based on a scale

metaphor and one on a riverbed, as described in the next subsections. We

compare these with a separate baseline experiment, where organisms have no

benefit.
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Table 4.1: Power gain formulas for power scale (left) and
riverbed (right) scenarios

Logarithmic log (|O|+ 1) ∗ 2

Linear (|O|+ 1) ∗ 2

Exponential exp (|O|+ 1) ∗ 2

Logarithmic log
(

P
W ∗ 2 ∗ |O|

)

Linear P
W ∗ 2 ∗ |O|

Exponential exp
(

P
W ∗ 2 ∗ |O|

)

Power Scale In a rectangular arena without stationary obstacles, there

is a single feeding ground (the circle in Fig. 4.1); the environment awards

energy to robots in this feeding ground. This feeding ground acts as a scale:

the environment supplies more energy to modules belonging to an organism.

For each organism on the scale, the gain in awarded energy increases with

the organism’s size |O|. This gain can depend linearly, logarithmically or

exponentially on |O| as shown in Table 4.1. Robots on the scale but not part of

the organism do not affect the amount of energy received by the organism.

Riverbed In this scenario the arena is analogous to a river which pushes the

robots downstream. Again, there are no obstacles. Now, the entire arena is

a feeding ground, but there is an upstream gradient: the amount of energy

awarded increases as a robot finds itself more upstream. To counteract the

current that pushes robots down the energy gradient, robots can aggregate into

an organism: together they are faster and able to move or stay upriver, and so

receive more energy. Again, this gain can increase linearly, logarithmically or

exponentially as shown in Table 4.1. In the formulas used W is the width of

the arena and P the position of the centre of the organism.

Baseline As a baseline, we use an experiment in which being part of an

organism holds no benefit. We set up an empty environment where the robots

receive a fixed amount of energy at every time-step, regardless of their position

in the arena or whether they were part of an organism. There is no current

driving the organisms anywhere, and organisms are not able to move faster

either. The baseline can be viewed as an extension of either experiment: the
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Table 4.2: Neural Network inputs (left) and outputs (right)

8 Distance sensors

1 Size of the organism

1 Angle to nearest feeding ground

1 Distance to nearest feeding ground

1 Energy Level

1 Bias node.

Vote for Random Walk

Vote for Wall Avoidance

Vote for Go to feeding ground

Vote for Create organism

Magnetic ring setting.

power scale the scale now extends to the entire arena and no longer takes the

number of robots on it into account. For the riverbed scenario, the current is

reduced to 0 and the feeding ground has no gradient.

Controller

The controller consists of a feed-forward artificial neural network that selects

one of 4 pre-programmed strategies based on sensory inputs. The neural net

has 13 inputs (cf. Table 4.2), 5 outputs and no hidden nodes. It uses a tanh

activation function.

The inputs are normalised: Distance sensors, Organism Size, Distance to

nearest feeding ground, and Energy level are normalised between 0 and 1, angle

to nearest feeding ground is normalised between -1 and 1.

The output of the neural network, as described in Table 4.2, is interpreted

as follows: the first four outputs each vote for an action, the action with the

highest activation level is selected. The fifth output governs the magnetic ring

setting: ‘negative’ if the output is smaller than −0.33, ‘positive’ if it is bigger

than 0.33 and ‘neutral’ otherwise.

Evolutionary Algorithm & Runs

We use a genome which directly encodes the weights of the neural net using a

real-valued vector. It also includes N mutation step sizes for N genes.
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Each controller is evaluated for 800 time steps, followed by a ‘free’ phase of

200 time steps to allow it to get out of bad situations. Each 1000 time steps

therefore constitutes 1 generation. At the end of the evaluation cycle the active

controller is compared to the local population, and added if it is better than

the worst one. A new controller is created using either mutation or crossover.

Mutation is a Gaussian perturbation using self-adaptation. The algorithm

uses averaging crossover and parents are selected using a binary tournament on

the entire population across all robots (panmictic layout) as described in [72].

At the start of the new generation, control is switched to the new controller,

which could potentially have a completely different setting for the magnet than

the previous one, potentially destroying an organism. We ran the experiments

with different reward functions described above using 10 robots. We used this

number of robots as we expect to have a similar number of real robots to

repeat the experiment with available from the project this research is part of.

To ensure good parameter settings, we used the BONESA toolbox2 [136] to

optimise settings for crossover rate, mutation rate, initial mutation step size,

re-evaluation rate, and population size. Using the best parameters found, as

shown in Table 4.3, we repeated each experiment 40 times, each run lasting

1000 generations.

4.4 Results & Analysis

The results we obtained are shown in Fig. 4.23. They show that random

interactions already lead to some organisms, however, under influence of envi-

ronmental pressure the organisms become much larger and older than without.

The amount of pressure did not result in large differences in either organism

size or longevity. Even a small amount of environmental advantage suffices to

cause significantly bigger and older organisms – the logarithmic reward function

that implements the least pressure in our comparison may not even represent

the minimum amount of pressure needed.

2http://sourceforge.net/projects/tuning/
3We used a beta distribution as a basis for the 95% confidence interval for our graphs.
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Table 4.3: Parameters of the EA for the Riverbed (R.B.)
and Power Scale (P.S.) experiments

Scaling
re-evalua-
tion rate

crossover
rate

population
size

mutation
rate

R
.B
. logarithmic 0.62385 0.03602 3 0.57369

linear 0.44908 0.04369 4 0.00509

exponential 0.40806 0.03411 3 0.21407

P
.S
.

logarithmic 0.50294 0.93562 3 0.07154

linear 0.54149 0.46759 3 0.06662

exponential 0.56736 0.99323 3 0.05807

baseline 0.62385 0.03602 3 0.57369

Comparing results for the two scenarios, the riverbed scenario leads to bigger

and older organisms than the power scale scenario – a markedly larger difference

than that between logarithmic, linear and exponential benefit. This indicates

that the environmental pressure is determined by more than only the reward

functions we tested: since there is no quantitative difference between the reward

functions in each scenario, the difference in organism longevity and size can

only be caused by other, qualitative, differences between the scenarios. This

shows that the design of the environment itself can be more important than

the specific function that determines the environmental benefit of being in an

organism.

Organism size

Figure 4.2 shows the mean organism size of a generation averaged over 40 runs

for the power scale experiment on the left and the riverbed experiment on the

right. The x-axis is the time measured in generations. The y-axis displays the

mean number of robots in an organism. The raw data is plotted as a grey line
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Figure 4.2: Sizes (top) and Ages (bottom) of organisms for
Power Scale (left) and Riverbed (right) scenarios

for each fitness scaling, for each we also show a second order exponential trend

line. The bottom line is that of the baseline experiment.

The baseline experiment results in organisms that are not very large, on av-

erage approximately 2.3. The other experiments produce much larger organisms:

averages between 7 and 9 for power scale, between 8 and 10 for riverbed. These

are significantly higher than the baseline, at 99% confidence, as seen by the

disjoint confidence intervals between the baseline and other plots. The difference

in averages between the logarithmic, linear and exponential experiments are

not significant at 99% confidence (overlapping confidence intervals).

In both experiments, environmental benefit positively influences the emer-

gence of organisms, but the level of influence does not seem to differ between the

tested reward functions. With logarithmic being the lowest reward tested we

can conclude that the minimum pressure lies somewhere between no advantage

and logarithmic. Note that in both scenarios the linear reward leads to the

highest average. This suggests that there is a sweet-spot somewhere between

logarithmic and exponential scaling.
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Organism Age

Figure 4.2 shows the mean organism age for each generation averaged over 40

runs for the power scale experiment on the left and the riverbed experiment on

the right. The x-axis is the time measured in generations. The y-axis displays

the mean age of an organism in number of 105 ticks. The raw data is plotted as

a grey line for each fitness scaling, for each we also show a trend line based on

the fifth Fourier series. The baseline experiment’s results are included in both

graphs.

The lines for the three reward functions rise rapidly to values significantly

higher than the baseline in both scenarios. In the power scale scenario, the

average organism age reaches more than 400.000 ticks, or 400 generations. In

the riverbed scenario this goes up to almost 700.000 ticks, or 700 generations

for the linear reward.

The lines are rising rapidly and almost monotonously, suggesting that the

organisms do not ’die’ between generations. The age values in the riverbed

scenario are higher than those in the power scale scenario, notable is also that

the incline of the plots for the riverbed scenario are steeper than the ones for

the power scale scenario.

These graphs support our earlier conclusion that the reward positively

influences the size, and the age of organisms. The steeper and higher graphs

of the riverbed scenario lead us to conclude that the environmental pressure

is determined by more than just the reward function. It also shows that the

reward has a different impact on the size of organisms than it does on the age of

organisms. Overall we conclude that, when designing experiments, more effort

should go into creating an appropriate environment than into designing the

reward.

We also observe that organisms do not disintegrate when switching from

one controller to another, from which we can conclude that the evolutionary

algorithm converges very quickly (within 50 generations) to values for a positive

ring setting.
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4.5 Conclusion & Further Research

We have shown that large organisms emerge in an environment which favours

modules that are part of an organism, without the need for a specific fitness

function to promote aggregation. Organisms emerge even without environmental

pressure by chance, but these are significantly smaller and have a significantly

shorter life span.

We tested three reward functions in two separate scenarios. The amount of

pressure from the reward functions did not result in large differences. Even the

lowest amount of pressure, – logarithmic with respect to organism size – leads to

significantly bigger and older organisms. We notice a trend: the linear reward

performs slightly better than both logarithmic and exponential, suggesting an

optimal setting between logarithmic and exponential. The differences between

the scenarios did result in different sizes and organisms. In other words, the

environmental pressure is more than just a reward function: our results also

show that the design of the environment is more important when designing an

experiment than the reward function.

We only used 10 robots for the experiments, this raises the question whether

the same results would be obtained when using more robots. More robots

would also imply a larger arena, so care should be taken to correctly scale the

experiments. Furthermore, we used a controller which had pre-programmed

parts that were very solution specific. To alleviate this specificity, further

experiments can be executed in which the control is at a lower level, and hence

the problem more difficult. Here the use of different controllers, which are more

powerful, can be investigated. We observed evidence that the reward function

may have an optimum, this could be further investigated to answer questions

like: where is the optimum? Is it the same in different scenarios? Does finding

the optimum lead to significantly bigger or longer lasting organisms?

We noted evidence that differences in qualitative environmental pressure may

be more important than differences in quantitative pressure in their influence on

the emergence of organisms, and therefore should be investigated. This research

could be part of the upcoming discipline of complexity-engineering: harnessing
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emergent phenomena to create interesting or useful characteristics in complex

systems. Lastly we would like to investigate the ‘unlearning’ of organism forming

behaviour by letting controllers evolve in a changing environment which first

favours organisms and over time puts organisms at a disadvantage.
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